CQ Researcher provides authoritative and accessible content and analysis on newsworthy social and political issues. Each report is an original work, researched and written by a seasoned journalist and is professionally fact-checked.

A must have research tool for students studying:

- Political Science & Public Policy
- Social Studies & International Affairs
- Education
- Journalism & Composition

Once you are ready to search, you can start by either entering a topic in the search box.
Or search topics using various browsing options at the top of the page. Reports can be browsed by:

- **Topic**—roughly 30 different topic categories
- **Date**—reports going back to 1923 for 90 years’ worth of content
- **Issue Tracker**—relevant reports on similar topics

**Important Features**

Reports are written by experienced journalists and are thoroughly footnoted and sourced to experts to ensure the quality and accuracy of the information. The writer of each report interviews experts and reads authoritative background material to ensure that facts and conclusions are accurate. You can check the Bibliography section within each report. Each report undergoes rigorous editing by at least two veteran editors. After that, facts, names, dates, footnotes and other information are verified by a professional fact-checker and by the editor for further corrections before publication.

**Footnotes**

At the end of every report, the Footnotes section contains useful bibliographic information, that provides a quick way to find additional resources on the same topic.
**Important Features**

**Pro/Con**

The Pro/Con of topics can be found by browsing the PRO/CON Section in the drop-down menu of Browse Reports.

Click on the desired topic to see what Pro/Con questions have been debated.

Chosen debate question

Robotic Warfare

*Should autonomous military weapons be banned?*

By Daniel McGlynn

Pro/Con

Can lethal autonomous weapons be operated ethically?

**Pro**

**Con**

Ronald Arkin

Peter Asaro

Artificial Intelligence

Topics debated by experts in their field, with credentials included.

At the bottom of every report is included APA Citation and Document URL.
Browsing by topic covers a large array of subject matter from Agriculture to War and Conflict. Click on a title to see a report.

**Featured Report**

Featured Report showcases the weekly report topic, giving the reader an overview of the story, a synopsis of the current situation, a chronology of the issue, a view of both side of the pro/con debate, and a tab with links for more information.

**Election Security and Voting Rights** - October 12, 2018

Is the ballot box safe from manipulation?

- Overview
- Current Situation
- Chronology
- Pro/Con
- More...

In the wake of Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election, experts warn that many states continue to rely on outdated voting machines and online networks that are highly vulnerable to hacking. Those warnings coincide with fresh evidence that Russia is working to sow discord and confusion among U.S. voters ahead of the high-stakes November midterms. Congress approved $380 million this year to help states upgrade and protect their election systems, but state officials say far more is needed. Many experts say wider use of paper ballots would help prevent election mistakes and tampering, but others say paper records are still susceptible to human error. Some Republican-controlled states, meanwhile, have adopted photo ID requirements and other rules that, they say, protect election integrity by reducing voter fraud. But voting-rights advocates argue that such fraud is extremely rare and that the rules are designed to suppress voting among minorities and other groups that typically support Democrats.

Read the Full Report

Click here to read the full report
To cite a report you are reading, click “Cite Now!” located on the top right section of the report.

Need to know how to cite? Click Using CQR dropdown menu and select How to Cite for examples of citations based on APA, Bluebook, Chicago, and MLA. Ask your instructor what style you should use.

HOW TO CITE CQ RESEARCHER

To create a bibliographic citation of a report accessed in CQ Researcher, select CiteNow™ on the format you need for citing online sources:

Bluebook: The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation: 17th Edition

Or, you may create your own citation based on the following examples:

APA
Author [Last Name, Initial]. (Year, Month Day). Title of report [Capitalize first letter of first word after title]. CQ RESEARCHER. Retrieved from URL.

Bluebook
Author [First Name Last Name], Title of Report, Volume Number CQ RESEARCHER Starting Page, Issue Number, Year.

Chicago
Author [Last Name, First]. "Title of Report." CQ Researcher Volume Number [no.], Issue Number (Month Day, Year): Page Range. URL.

MLA
Author [Last Name, First]. "Title of Report." CQ Researcher Publication date (Day Month abbreviation. Year): Page number(s). Web. Date accessed (Day 1 Year). (URL is optional)